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The uniqueness of astronomical research [Coen] is to provide both spectral and photometric displacement photons of electromagnetic radiation from a large number of different types of galaxies, including quasars. Actually, the postulate of the constancy of the velocity of propagation of electromagnetic radiation should be the identity of their shift in frequency and wavelength, but it is not observed (see figure A). But quasars, the observed most powerful and distant in space - time stellar objects in our universe, and as it turned out, on closer inspection, are also generators of stars and galaxies, that is, have build up a beginning, but the image of "black holes" or "Eater" stars, which established them, is nothing more than a myth. Actually, some of the data [Z] indicate a package of EMR mechanism extragalactic red shift (FAC) Z =q*r


Introduction to solvable problems. The uniqueness of astronomical research [Coen] is to provide both spectral and photometric displacement photons of electromagnetic radiation from a large number of different types of galaxies, including quasars. And quasars observed from the most powerful and distant in space - time of stellar objects in our universe, and as it turned out, on closer inspection, are the generators of stars and galaxies, that is, have a build up top, and the image of "black holes" or "devourer "stars, which established them, is nothing more than a myth. Actually, some of the data [Z] indicate the formation of the package EMI mechanism extragalactic red shift (FAC) Z=q*r


determined. Must also specify the detail - a transformer, it is not a specific stellar object, which can be observed, and the set of their defining characteristics in the dynamics of its development. Actually, the hardware there are photons of electromagnetic radiation of stellar objects that bring information to its projection on the temporal and spatial coordinates. In this sense: a transformer - it is a multi-dimensional stellar object, and usability transformer is to significantly reduce the types and forms of the observed stellar objects! Will one problem - it is the identification stage of stellar object of observation from the measured displacements of the wavelength and energy of photons of electromagnetic radiation!



The superposition of the displacements on the wavelength and frequency of EMI. A mathematical formalism Trons sufficient for the analysis of displacements in the energy and wavelength of photons of electromagnetic radiation of galaxies. The basic identity, which connects the parameters of photons in the source systems, the index 0 and a radiation detector, has the form [T]: (1) с0*λ*ω = с*λ0*ω0. This identity defines the mutual relationships of parameters of electromagnetic radiation, with their transformation from moments of radiation and to detect, and also allows the presentation of the dynamic nature of the parameters of electromagnetic radiation in the form of displacement in the measurement of these parameters: (2) (1+Zc) * (1+Zλ) = (1+Zω), then equation (2) can be interpreted as follows: a superposition of the displacements of the wavelength and propagation velocity of electromagnetic radiation is identical to the loss of photon energy Zω=Ze (a consequence of Planck's formula e=h*ω). If we assume that we have the identity Z Serious problem for the physics of space (cosmology) is the inequality Zc ≠ 0, where, RAD is definitely slowing the velocity of propagation of electromagnetic radiation by law Zc(R), which is equivalent to slow down the speed of light at ~ 1sm/god. This law is set on a large array of data related to the formation of c supernovae! Adding to the problem and the dependence of the velocity of propagation of photons from its energy, and indeed: the principle of equivalence of gravitational mass and the radiant energy of the photons with higher energy in the field of gravity (in space) will experience a more intense inhibition than the EMR with a longer wavelength. And this effect is set by the difference in arrival time of radiation from the explosions of supernovae at different wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation (for Sn87A radiation X-ray telescope Chandra to come later 1/2 years after the outbreak in the visible region of electromagnetic radiation). Obviously, in the radio (or even a millimeter) radiation comes earlier and therefore, this fact can be used for early warning of the explosion of supernovae, in the immediate vicinity of the Earth! Actually, there are other evidence that the dynamic nature of the parameters of electromagnetic radiation from stellar objects of both the passing and remote space [3]. That's for these reasons Astrophysics XX century, and the general theory of relativity, including those theories that use «c2» as a constant, suddenly lost its validity! The slowdown is the velocity of electromagnetic radiation, in the static approximation can be described as functional dependence, as set out by offsets from supernovae: (3) log Zc = 1,6 * Log R - 6,6. Because of the behavior of Zc to mention its small value for small R and a substantial increase in remote stellar objects R>>1. Further, the displacement parameters of electromagnetic radiation, both in wavelength and frequency, the separate consideration are not fully informed about the processes that accompany the detection of radiation from Supernovae. For these reasons, for the objectivity of analysis, we introduce a complete shift of electromagnetic radiation from Sn - Z, which is a superposition of displacements (the total effect of changes in both wavelength and frequency): (4) Z = (1+Zλv)*(1+Zωv) - 1. Complete displacement for the bulk of Supernovae indicate linear dependence of Z on R: (5) Z = q*r, where q=H0/c =.000313/mps. A small deviation of experimental data from this law is the result of mutual compensation of the dynamic components of the spectral and redshift, as the effect of speed and slowing down the speed of light and therefore (4,5) is the gold offsets. Free from the influence of various processes, besides the loss of energy of photons of electromagnetic radiation in extragalactic space.ω And if you enter a transaction √ Z → z, then we have as a result of displacement Z = Zλ = Z. Actually, the measured spectral shift of electromagnetic radiation from the quasar contain and are divided into contributions, as the effect of gravitational mass Zg, and changes in the displacement of the traversed path - Zλ. By their nature, these processes are consistent: the primary, that change the wavelength of a photon from λ0 to λ'(the effect of gravitational mass of the quasar) with a subsequent increase it from λ' to λ, on the way to the observer. The result is a rule of superposition for the total displacement Zλg, these processes:



(6) (1+Zλg) = Zg + Zg*Z + Z = (1+Zg) * (1+Z). It is similar to the displacement of energy or frequency: (7) (1+Zωg) = (1+Zw) * (1+Zg). B (6,7) introduced the assumption that variation in both frequency and wavelength of the gravity field of the star is identically equal to Zg. In fact, multiplying (6) to (7) we obtain the total displacement (4), which is suitable for determining Zg: (8) (1+Zλg) * (1+Zwg) = (1+Zg)2 (1+Z), where Z is defined in (5). Effective tool for the analysis is the selection, with the help of superposition, the true displacement, less dynamic component, which is due to radial velocity of the radiation source: (9) Zω = (1+Zv) * (1+Zωv) - 1.



Compact source of radiation. Actually, the value of the gravitational mass of the source of radiation, which causes the fluctuation of the gravitational shifts - ZG, need not be high! To evaluate the process of displacement of energy Z > 1 we introduce the coefficient of compactness of a remote source of electromagnetic radiation - k = rsh/r0, where rsh - the Schwarzschild radius and r0 - radius of the sphere occupied by the gravitational mass of the source. Note that k2 = ssh/s0-is equal to the area covering the Schwarzschild sphere and the stars, and k3 = vsh/v0-ratio of their volumes. These properties of the coefficient of compactness allow its effective use in studying and comparing the properties of stellar objects [4] Further assume that the structure of the gravity field of stellar objects can be formalized using the coefficient of compactness! Indeed, the solution of the equation, in which the equivalence of inertial forces and gravitational forces (for unit mass) - d2r/dt2-MG/r2 = 0, leads to the law of conservation of total energy [(v2-v02)/2 - G*M*(r0-1-r-1)]=E0, where the first term is the difference between kinetic energy, the second - the change of potential energy for the same period of time, and E 0 - the total energy. Converting E0(v, r) leads to a form of law of conservation of total energy of a body with mass m in the gravitational field of the star [5]: (10) e0 = 2*E0/(m*c2) = (χ02−χ2) + k*(1−r0/r00), where χ2=mυ2/mc2, k =rsh/r0 - coefficient of compact stars with a radius r0 and rsh=2*G*M/c2 - its Schwarzschild radius, and r00 - outside the gravitational radius of the star. On the other hand, believing presence of gravitational weight of photon m > 0 and having repeated the above-stated reasoning’s for EMR stars; we shall receive an equivalent of the law of preservation for photons, as in a dimensionless kind: (11) e0 = 2*E0/(µ∗с2) = (γ2- γ20) – k*(1− r0/r00), 2 2 Where γ = µ∗(λ∗ω) /µ∗c2, µ − the gravitational "weight" of a photon equivalent to its energy, and сv = λ*ω − group speed which in a floor of gravitation can be both more, and is less c. And if at radiation of a photon from a surface of a star r0 сv = c the equation (11) gives communication of parameters EMR from a distance r and factor of compactness k: (12) e0 = Ze/(1+Ze) - k*(- r0/r00)= - 2E0/с2; Where r0/r00 = r0/(rsh/2*q)1/2 = (2*q*r0)1/2/k1/2 = (2*q*rsh)1/2/k; But (2*q*rsh )1/2 for the Sun small size, and µ ∼ 0 and consequently, we have communication of factor of compactness k and displacement of energy EMR Ze = Zg (at an output for external gravitational radius of a star): (13) k = ~ Zg ≤ 1. It is obvious that the maximum gravitational shift will occur when k ~ 1, in the collapse of the star formation c supernovae, and for the G2V star compactness factor - k ~ 6 * 10-6, a small quantity, and therefore, the effect of gravitational mass and slightly red shift ZG << 1. Thus, the defining features of existence of objects Z > 1 are the presence of processes that accompany the formation of stellar objects like neutron star! The same stellar objects as a quasar, probably formed by a complex set of processes and provide sufficiently compact formation (for a neutron star k ~ .02), therefore, the displacement of Z ~ 7 is not the defining feature of their finding the edge of the universe! Moreover, packets of photons from quasars may contain a superposition of electromagnetic radiation of high and low photometric offsets. In addition to the broad emission lines, with a significant red shift, are determined and the absorption lines, smaller displacement, probably from the different processes of transformation of stars forming a quasar! A vector diagram of "displacement and angle of departure of radiation", for these objects, and has an anisotropic component!



Compactness of the gravitational mass of the star. It is known that the bolometric luminosity and the radius of the majority of main sequence stars performed a static relationship - Lbol = R5,2. And for a relatively small number of stars found significant empirical relationship between mass and bolometric luminosity - Lbol = M3,9. This relation implies that the range of their luminosity greatly exceeds the possible values of the masses, namely: 10 -1*Msun





Results of research of a file of galaxies methods of theory GREMR. As it was marked, photometric and spectral displacement of parameters EMR, by separate consideration contain not the full information on processes which accompany with detecting radiation from Sn. And superposition’s of this displacement have also a gold rule - a deduction of a dynamic component which is caused by beam speed of a source of radiation, occurs automatically. Further, the law of full displacement (4) practically does not contain the contribution from a gravitational field of partners supernovae owing to it annihilation in radiant energy, therefore, displacement of parameters EMR Sn are caused only by superposition of effect Doppler and red an galactic displacement, as function from a distance. In this connection a perspective method of research is comparison displacement of parameters EMR from galaxies with the law (4, 5).



Diagram A. On (5) full displacement ЭМИ from galaxies with their use of spectral and photometric displacement are calculated. The line of green color represents the law of full displacement (5) received earlier on files supernovae. The deviation of full displacement from this law testifies, that in the first - star objects with various absolute star size take place and in the second - their compactness is various, as provides various on size gravitational displacement of photons ЭМИ from star objects, within the limits of Z 


Identification of star objects of the Transformer. Below the table of the calculated values of parameters of the Transformer (Тn) or the core star of some on (13,14,15,16) is presented at values n=0,1,2,3 …! The table 1 n k M/Msun Rsh=2GM/c^2 R/Rsun P(gr/sм3) L BOL Mabs Star Class X



1



234796,9007



7,42384E+14



10666,43448



2,73998E-07



8,82471E+20



-47,59425051



?



0



0,787100159



184808,6778



4,88294E+14



8913,366617



3,69581E-07



3,4691E+20



-46,58054301



Quasar



1



0,608092994



142778,3504



3,10868E+14



7345,084052



5,10252E-07



1,26819E+20



-45,48795801



core galaxies



2



0,469796741



110306,8188



1,97911E+14



6052,736531



7,04465E-07



4,63606E+19



-44,39537301



3



0,362952674



85220,16288



1,25999E+14



4987,774034



9,72601E-07



1,69479E+19



-43,30278801



4



0,280407742



65838,86871



8,0216E+13



4110,188785



1,34279E-06



6,19557E+18



-42,21020301



5



0,216635687



50865,3878



5,10688E+13



3387,01227



1,85389E-06



2,26489E+18



-41,11761801



6



0,167367065



39297,26811



3,25125E+13



2791,076692



2,55953E-06



8,27967E+17



-40,02503301



7



0,129303416



30360,04143



2,06988E+13



2299,994354



3,53374E-06



3,02677E+17



-38,93244801



8



0,099896437



23455,37388



1,31777E+13



1895,316616



4,87876E-06



1,10648E+17



-37,83986301



WON G64



Mu Cephei Betegeyzel а Hercules



9



0,077177374



18121,00833



8,3895E+12



1561,840822



6,73573E-06



4,04493E+16



-36,74727801



10



0,059625221



13999,81704



5,3411E+12



1287,039186



9,2995E-06



1,47869E+16



-35,65469301



11



0,046064886



10815,89245



3,40037E+12



1060,588149



1,28391E-05



5,40559E+15



-34,56210801



12



0,035588526



8356,075589



2,16482E+12



873,9805544



1,7726E-05



1,9761E+15



-33,46952301



13



0,027494764



6455,685427



1,37821E+12



720,2060577



2,44729E-05



7,22396E+14



-32,37693801



14



0,021241736



4987,493698



8,77427E+11



593,4877646



3,37878E-05



2,64083E+14



-31,28435301



15



0,016410809



3853,207172



5,58607E+11



489,0652099



4,66482E-05



9,654E+13



-30,19176801



16



0,012678562



2976,887071



3,55632E+11



403,015519



6,44035E-05



3,52918E+13



-29,09918301



17



0,009795125



2299,865084



2,2641E+11



332,1060368



8,8917E-05



1,29015E+13



-28,00659801



18



0,007567458



1776,815606



1,44142E+11



273,6728847



0,000122761



4,71634E+12



-26,91401301



19



0,00584642



1372,72126



91766889141



225,5208865



0,000169486



1,72413E+12



-25,82142801



20



0,004516791



1060,528539



58422617345



185,8411011



0,000233997



6,30285E+11



-24,72884301



21



0,003489555



819,3366086



37194267447



153,1428658



0,000323061



2,30411E+11



-23,63625801



22



0,002695939



632,9980322



23679417215



126,1977959



0,000446026



84230466059



-22,54367301



23



0,002082812



489,0377222



15075301602



103,9936377



0,000615793



30791808966



-21,45108801



24



0,001609126



377,8177522



9597563839



85,69624053



0,000850178



11256443705



-20,35850301



25



0,001243169



291,8921127



6110208212



70,61822055



0,001173775



4114975025



-19,26591801



26



0,000960439



225,5082111



3890012614



58,1931371



0,00162054



1504295664



-18,17333301



27



0,00074201



174,2217452



2476543779



47,95421322



0,002237354



549919606,1



-17,08074801



28



0,000573258



134,5991632



1576670746



39,51680009



0,003088942



201032004,8



-15,98816301



29



0,000442884



103,9877927



1003774155



32,56392681



0,004264663



73490500,26



-14,89557801



30



0,000342161



80,33824863



639044364,9



26,83439263



0,00588789



26865640,79



-13,80299301



31



0,000264344



62,06722946



406842214,5



22,11295438



0,008128955



9821169,438



-12,71040801



32



0,000204226



47,95151797



259012670,5



18,22224032



0,011223019



3590287,307



-11,61782301



33



0,000157779



37,0460885



164898235,9



15,0160868



0,015494755



1312487,584



-10,52523801



34



0,000121896



28,62083895



104981073,5



12,37404725



0,021392409



479801,0607



-9,432653009



35



9,41738E-05



22,11171153



66835316,58



10,19686736



0,029534845



175399,0366



-8,340068009



36



7,27562E-05



17,08292995



42550141,59



8,402756335



0,040776477



64119,95424



-7,247483009



37



5,62095E-05



13,19782483



27089189,39



6,924314257



0,056296929



23440,08616



-6,154898009



38



4,34260E-05



10,19629425



17246104,35



5,706000034



0,077724816



8568,902548



-5,062313009



39



3,35498E-05



7,877390227



10979587,13



4,702044879



0,107308643



3132,500895



-3,969728009



40



2,59197E-05



6,085865638



6990061,706



3,874732897



0,148152745



1145,136358



-2,877143009



41



2,00249E-05



4,701780602



4450163,932



3,192984203



0,204543038



418,6231138



-1,784558009



42



1,54707E-05



3,632472708



2833159,4



2,631187334



0,282396755



153,0344488



-0,691973009



43



1,19523E-05



2,806353398



1803707,078



2,168237094



0,389883362



55,9442175



0,400611991



44



9,234E-06



2,168115229



1148314,925



1,786741686



0,538281807



20,45131339



1,493196991



45



7,13395E-06



1,675029114



731065,0289



1,472369356



0,743164066



7,476308329



2,585781991



46



5,51150E-06



1,294083679



465426,3955



1,21330998



1,026029156



2,733085410



3,678366991



47



4,25804E-06



0,999775201



296309,796



0,999831396



1,416559112



0,999123568



4,770951991



G(1,1/1)



48



3,28965E-06



0,772400169



208525,0211



0,910749485



1,447965483



0,365245777



5,863536991



K(,8/,77)



49



2,54150E-06



0,596736166



146734,5734



0,829532134



1,480455538



0,133521500



6,956121991



ε − Ind 61 Cyg A



Antares



в Pegasus



Aldebaran



Arcturus O (60/62)



B (18/17)



A(3,1/2,8) F(1,7/1,675)



50



1,96350E-06



0,461022753



103253,9641



0,755557454



1,51367462



0,048810944



8,048706991



51



1,51695E-06



0,356174120



72657,59425



0,688179568



1,547639085



0,017843630



9,141291991



61 Cyg B



52



1,17195E-06



0,275170809



51127,58671



0,626810199



1,582365658



0,006523027



10,23387699



M(,3/,275)



53



9,05420E-07



0,212589769



35977,38336



0,570913529



1,617871442



0,002384598



11,32646199



α CMA B



54



6,99504E-07



0,164241295



25316,51105



0,520001521



1,654173919



0,000871728



12,41904699



Kruger 60А



0,473629663



1,691290966



0,000318674



13,51163199



12535,81037



0,43139308



1,729240861



0,000116497



14,60421699



Bernarda Maanen



8821,180198



0,392923003



1,768042291



4,25872E-05



15,69680199



L 789-6



0,058511652



6207,274823



0,357883548



1,807714364



1,55684E-05



16,78938699



Wolf 359



0,045204572



4367,925817



0,325968785



1,848276616



5,69130E-06



17,88197199



…



0,034923870



3073,615474



0,296900066



1,889749021



2,08055E-06



18,97455699



…



55



5,40418E-07



0,126888528



17814,68444



56



4,17513E-07



0,098030758



57



3,22560E-07



0,075735999



58



2,49201E-07



59



1,92526E-07



60



1,48741E-07



Next, consider the classification of stars by spectral classes O, B, A, F, G, K, M. Comparison of the relations presented and calculated gravitational masses can with sufficient reliability to identify the quantum numbers, and then by Table 1 and complete data on these stars. Actually, for good proximity to the considered data can prevent identity and classification, as the spectral classes, and, more broadly, on the quantum numbers of stars. Table 2. class r/R m/M m/M(n) quant P(g/sm3) Mabs r/Rsun Rsh K~Zg O



15



60



58,12895



40



0,094453



-12,4328



9,552034



17231977



2,592E-05



-



-



-



32,52801



41



0,139094



-9,97451



6,918642



9642732



2,002E-05



B



7



18



18,20214



42



0,204832



-7,51619



5,011248



5395915



1,547E-05



-



-



-



10,18562



43



0,301639



-5,05788



3,629701



3019466



1,195E-05



-



-



-



5,699706



44



0,444199



-2,59956



2,629032



1689644



9,234E-06



A



2,1



3,1



3,189462



45



0,654135



-0,14125



1,904236



945496,9



7,134E-06



F



1,3



1,7



1,784771



46



0,963291



2,317071



1,379259



529084,6



5,512E-06



G



1,1



1,1



0,998729



47



1,418559



4,775387



0,999012



296067,1



4,258E-06



K



0,9



0,8



5,699706



48



2,088995



7,233704



0,723596



165674,3



3,29E-06



M



0,4



0,3



0,312736



49



3,076291



9,69202



0,524108



92708,62



2,541E-06



It should be noted that the coincidence of the data relative radius of the star is not observed, indicating the unreliability of the determination of this parameter, and the distance to the star and therefore unreliable data on their absolute magnitude. But from Table 2 that the parameters of the star that link (m / M) = (r / R) 1.5, which may be used in the recovery of the mass ratio of stars, which are presented in Table 3. This uses the assumption that in these cases use the same algorithm for calculating the ratio of the radii of stars. It turned out that the identification of parameters of stars can be carried out and compared the absolute magnitudes, with the data presented in Table 1. From the data presented in Table 3 implies that knowledge of the absolute magnitude will be adjusted and the distance to these stars, and this is most of the problems of observationalastronomy. Table 3 Stars млн.км r/R m/M Mabs Mabs(n) n P(г/см3) Rsh(см) k ~Zg WON G64



2785



3995,7



252574



-47,9



-46,85



26



0,00042



7,5E+10



Mu Cephei



1500



2152,1



99836,1



-43,9



-44,39



27



0,00062



3E+10



0,00027 0,0002



Betegeyzel а Hercules Antares в Pegasus Aldebaran Arcturus



1368



1962,7



86952,1



-43,3



-44,39



27



0,00062



2,6E+10



0,00019



1110



1592,5



63552,9



-42,0



-41,93



28



0,00091



1,9E+10



0,00017



306



439,02



9198,84



-33,8



-34,56



31



0,0029



2,7E+09



8,9E-05



153



219,51



3252,28



-29,4



-29,64



33



0,00629



9,6E+08



6,3E-05



63



90,387



859,333



-23,8



-24,72



35



0,01364



2,5E+08



4E-05



32



45,911



311,083



-19,5



-19,81



37



0,02958



9,2E+07



2,9E-05



Solar System. From an analysis of (8.13) implies that the principal quantum sequence of n, defined by equation (16), valid for k


Table 4 Quantum. Number



Object



m/Msun



r/Rsun



p(g/sm3)



Rsh(sm)



k



47



The sun



1



1



1,41



296444



4,25925E-06



86



Меркурий



0,000000165



0,00350431



5,43



0,04891326



2,00546E-10



79



Venus



0,000002435



0,008693966



5,25



0,72184114



1,19293E-09



78



The Earth



0,00000299



0,009163793



5,5



0,88636756



1,38973E-09



84



Mars



0,000000321



0,004880747



3,92



0,095158524



2,80125E-10



65



Jupiter



0,00095



0,102583333



1,32



281,6218



3,94439E-08



69



Saturn



0,0002845



0,086681034



0,68



84,338318



1,39795E-08



73



Uranium



0,00004345



0,037672414



1,22



12,8804918



4,91247E-09



72



The Neptune



0,000051



0,035574713



1,65



15,118644



6,10608E-09



90



The moon



3,67E-08



0,002497126



3,34



0,010879495



6,25978E-11



89



Ио



4,47E-08



0,002609195



3,57



0,013251047



7,29683E-11



91



Europe



0,000000024



0,002248563



2,97



0,007114656



4,54611E-11



89



Ганимед



0,000000074



0,003780172



1,94



0,021936856



8,33784E-11



97



Каллисто



0,000000009



0,003448276



1,86



0,002667996



1,11167E-11



Analysis of astronomical data and calculation results. Actually, in the table 1 shows the possible states of stars, the absolute magnitude of which Mabs> 19m. You can see that the G2V star the Sun is on the main sequence when n = 47, which indicates that it descended from the quasar, which determines its subsequent fate. On the other hand, the solar system is located on the outskirts of the galaxy, and there is no trace of the quasar, in the historical past of this area, and this fact indicates the fundamental nature of the central star of the series (16), valid for all stars of the universe! But there are more compelling reasons for the central star number is valid for all the stars, without exception. It is known that the hydrogen atom, there are discrete energy levels of emission of photons, namely: Lyman, Balmer, plows and others. And what is the energy state of hydrogen atoms inside stars? After all, it seems logical that with increasing pressure and temperature (energy) hydrogen loses its levels, discrete, starting with the smaller and up to the lower level when there is a transformation of a neutron star! This process can take place in such a scenario. In course of time a quasar gradually loses gravitational mass (with its transformation into radiant energy), which leads her to a critical value, and then going on a discrete change and pressure, and other parameters, as well as the release of energy that is expended on the emission of the outer shell of a quasar torn into shapeless lumps of plasma, which does not cease fusion. Over time, these "blots" acquires a spherical shape, and a new star begins it’s already an independent existence. Thus, the quasar gradually traverses a path from the top, where n = 0, then n = 1,2,3 ..., and, after each cycle, the formation of new stars and new and this is demonstrated by the example of globular clusters, which found stars of different age groups ! And in the way of the birth of their galaxy quasar gradually screened by an array of newborn stars and becomes weakly observable object. In this model, the transformation of a quasar is an additional source of energy when they lose the next level of energy of hydrogen atoms, which are essential to the stars. In this case, hydrogen atoms in the star can no longer be regarded as a gas in a free state at a certain temperature and pressure, and have a definite structure, which is supported by the binding energy. Actually, we can cite as a parallel - the problematic issue of ball lightning. But during the transformation of the quasar, the stellar number (n = 0,1,2,3 ...), a hypothetical hydrogen structure is compacted, with increasing n. And the energy released is, if you change the internal structure of stars due to the energy level of hydrogen atoms, significantly less energy released in fusion reactions, and especially in the annihilation of a gravitational mass of the star, which leads to the formation of Gipernovae. However, this process is an additional source of energy, which leads to an increase in the internal radiation temperature of the star, but the main thing - considered the process of discrete changes in energy structure of the hydrogen atoms of the star is crucial in the quantization Transformer Tn. Furthermore, an analysis of main sequence star of quantum number (Table 1) shows that with increasing ratio of compactness a decrease in the density of stars, while it was thought that it was increasing the density of stars (k1) and leads to its collapse and explosion as supernovae is observed. Actually, and astronomical data density of stars decreases with increasing distance into the past and more, and the equation (r/R)=(m/M)3/4, which relates the mass and radius of the star, as derived from astronomical observations. Does not the constraint equation R(M) and the data on the planets of the solar system (Table 4). Let us state the hypothesis that this conflict arose for the following reasons: first of all - if the gravitational



compression of the cloud of hydrogen there are conditions for the degeneration of the outer energy level of atoms, which leads to the birth of electromagnetic radiation, which generates a photon gas, and if not intense flow of radiant energy - the temperature of the photon gas increases. In turn, the increase in temperature of hydrogen gas will lead to the emergence of fusion, the main source of energy and brighter stars millions of suns - the primary star explodes! And if the star had "lit up", then in all its transformations, the current world time, not the circumstances that it paid off, until she herself did not come off! For these reasons, the study of the stellar environment will be properly considered and the existence of an additional source of photons of the plasma volume, which is in equilibrium, close to the one that sold in the black box Max Planck! It is obvious that only such an approach can be an answer to the question - why a cloud of hydrogen, low-density form stars?



Dark energy. First of all, it is necessary to clarify the law - the current world time density of stellar objects increases. Using the known ratio of the mass and radius for the star (r/R) = (m/M)3/4, define the density and phase diagrams "density - the mass" for the main quantum number (Table 1), and the planets of the solar system green color (Table 4). You can see the full compatibility of data reported and therefore we conclude the high reliability of the laws - as the removal of the past density of stars is significantly reduced! Further, the compression of hydrogen clouds to the critical pressure at which processes take place of birth stars, you need sufficient total gravitational potential at the boundary surface of this cloud. For the analysis of law of behaviour of gravitational potential on a star surface we will define their difference: ∆F/G = Mn/Rn2 - Mn+1/Rn+12, as function of quantum number. As a result, the data analysis of the basic series (Table 1) we have a fact: as the removal of the past the force of gravity on the surface of stars is significantly reduced (at n = 0 for three orders of magnitude relative to the sun). Clearly, the small force of gravitational contraction can not explain - nor high absolute luminosity of quasars, or a large gravitational shift of radiation from such stellar objects (Zg ~ 1)! On the other hand, at impossibility with the calculated density of star P to explain processes of its birth (it is problematic, that photon plasma gives the contribution to a star gravitational field), other variant of succession of events is possible, namely: from values of radius Шварцшильда (tab. 1) and formulas Rsh=2*Mist*G/c2 we will define full weight - Mist which provides explosive process at a quasar birth. The difference of weights - ∆M = (Mist - Mstar) which looks like thus is of interest: Log (Mist/Mstar) = 1,906 0406*n. On the other hand, can not be calculated from the density of the star P to explain the processes of its birth (a problem that the photon plasma contributes to the gravitational field of stars), another possible scenario, namely: the values of the Schwarzschild radius (Table 1) and formula Rsh =2*Mist*G/c2 determine the total mass - Mist, and is maintained by the explosive process of the birth of quasars. ∆M = (Mist - Mstar), which has the form: Log (Mist/Mstar) =1,906 -, 0406 *n. We will notice, that at n=47 (a star the Sun) ∆M = 0. Actually, ∆M also there is that dark energy which provides processes of a birth of stars, and the Universe as a whole! Now, to analyze the component of dark energy we introduce the definition of the electrons (see annex), as well as the latent energy of the vacuum - CMEA, which is essentially a power vacuum and is equal to the sum of the energies of electrons in the local region of space. And install a postulate - Since the birth of the universe has started the process of transforming the CMEA confined to the throne of vacuum in the formation of MT (elementary particles, atoms ...) with its attendant gravitational fields, as well as maintain their stability by means of "preserving" the binding energy. And all processes subsequent transformation of MT is accompanied by emission or absorption of radiant energy in the form of photons of electromagnetic radiation in a wide range of wavelengths, frequencies and energies. It is obvious that the current world time density of the universe decreases CMEA, moreover, is fragmented, that is - the local region of space, in the absence of an active process of star formation, have a higher concentration of latent energy in relation to other boundary with it. The difference between these energies and is the source of anti-gravity properties of the local region of space, with a high concentration of CMEA, or of dark energy! Here on the property of antigravity and necessary to carry out the identification of local areas of the source of dark energy. Actually, if we analyze the transformation of the stars in the early universe, we conclude that in areas with high concentrations of CMEA gravitational field of the star will



experience the action (pressure), anti-gravity force of the vacuum. There is no doubt that such a reciprocal effect of field’s leads to the formation of a more intense gravitational forces than GM/r 2 in our time, which will lead to a decrease in the radius of the stars, and increase their density at the early stage of development of the universe. Thus, the low concentration of hydrogen in quasars (n = 0,1,2 ...) is compensated by CMEA or dark energy, and so little to n = 47 (Sun), and, low density of hydrogen atoms in quasars (p = ~ 10 -7n/sm3) points to the fact that hydrogen, the birth of the universe, is, like, a catalyst for transformation of CMEA in radiant energy. But the current world time density of hydrogen in the stars has increased, which led to the emergence of a competing process - nuclear fusion and as a result of heavy elements. Actually, for this reason, stellar objects with n>47 (G2V) total gravitational mass becomes greater than the stars with a high content of hydrogen and therefore Mist/Mstar 


Formation of a compact model of the universe [6] A first maximum was a vacuum energy and the spontaneous (random) process of formation of hydrogen atoms. This is a glacial epoch of the universe! Actually, the probability of a random process of creating hydrogen is zero value, but it was of course because in the end, formed a sufficient number of hydrogen atoms, which are concentrated in the gravitational attraction of massive clouds, and further compaction led to the formation of the primary stars. And when the primary star broke (as Gipernovae), then switched on a timer world time, and an era of hot birth of the universe. It is conceivable that the outbreak Gipernovae accompanied the birth of the primary stars (T0), and indeed, if the summed energy loss of the first energy level of hydrogen atom, as a result we have just such energy - E 0 = 2,3 * 1078 eV, which is released at birth Transformer (n = 0), which is quite enough for both education Gipernovae, and for the birth of the myriad of new stars! There is also an indirect indication of the validity of allegations that the birth of Transformer (T0) was accompanied by an explosion Gipernovae: if a diagram of the radial velocities of galaxies relative to the observer for (2), we obtain a uniform distribution with 2 * Vmax/c =2*abs(,15). In fact, the rate of motion of galaxies relative to each other (by a factor 2) and without good reason such velocity is hardly possible. Thus, volumetric explosion array Gipernovae, with the formation of the Transformers T 0, formed the processes of redistribution is not only energy but also momentum, which has stepped up the evolutionary development of the universe. And in an era of evolution of the universe are transformed T0T1T2 ... division of gravitational mass and energy Transformers T0 education myriads of stars, galaxies, Gipernovae and radiant energy, which to this day is fixed telescopes. In this era of significant place is occupied by precisely the process of transformation Transformer n = 1,2,3 ...is accompanied by explosions Gipernovae, and then Supernovae for the following reason. It was established earlier [2] that the absolute magnitude of Education Supernovae increases with the distance of the law - Mabs = M0 + log (R). For Sn97ff the value is already Mabs = ~24,3m, and distance to it increases by an order, that is - the most distant Supernovae and there Gipernovae, which in space and time coincide with Transformers T0, or quasars! Moreover, if we calculate the logarithm of the difference between the gravitational mass Tn-Tn+1, which goes to education Gipernovae, we have a linear function of n, which correlates with the behavior of Mabs(r)! It should be noted that the process of branching T0T1T2... has a limit, whatever the source is enormous gravitational mass of T0, and this limit has already come, in our time. If we construct a diagram based distance and time of formation of Supernovae [3], rather than fixing the telescope, we have these dates: stop education Sn1a already occurred ~ 65 million light years ago, and other types of Supernovae, including historical, ~ 10000 light years ago! Actually, those processes of Sn, which have already taken place in the universe, will long be detected in the telescopes, but it's all in the last time [7]! It remains an open question: for the entire period of existence of the universe most of its initial gravitational mass has turned into radiant energy in a wide energy range - so where is she? It seems that our universe is not closed and has an output of radiant energy beyond its limits - and she seemed giperstars in hyperspace, where such stars as it is - a great many! In this case there is a well-studied process of emission of gravitational mass to radiant energy from the star, which shines in the hyperspace, and all the laws of conservation of all forms of energy have a place to be in stock. A good example of the existence of giperstars can serve as a hologram of our universe [4], based on data from experiments Boomerang-98, in the field of microwave radiation. Based on the results you can set the monitoring process of hyperspace (this space one dimension more than realizes the universe), and which can be done by constructing a hologram [ 8], based on observations of the microwave radiation of our universe. By the way, the processes of evolutionary development such giperstars able to explain the unexplained, and in the life of our universe - from birth until their natural end.



Transformers and observational astronomy. Actually, the measured spectral and photometric shifts of electromagnetic radiation from galaxies installed discrete sequence of coefficients compact stellar objects, and only for the G2V stars received its basic parameters, which have coincided with remarkable precision with astronomical measurements. Next, set a discrete sequence of stellar objects, hypothetically, is the result of a sequence of energy levels of hydrogen atoms, which allows us to identify n = 0,1,2,3 ... in Tn with principal quantum number of Niels Bohr. Here is the logic and suggests that the sequence of stellar objects defined Transformers Tn is the quantization procedure of stars in the universe. As for comparing the main parameters of Tn for the rest of the array of stars, except the Sun, here as there is complete compatibility with the data are presented in astronomy. And only for n > 50 there are stars who do not lie on the main sequence - this is the wrong star. What is the cause, because to establish the basic parameters of star one quantum number (for the Sun n = 47 - a surprising coincidence) - the dream of many generations of astronomers. Moreover, for the establishment of the quantization of stars used a wide variety of observations of galaxies, supernovae, stars in the immediate vicinity of the Sun, and different patterns obtained in astronomy. So, there is generally prevalent in astronomy the problem of finding the distance to stellar objects, and which does not allow a sufficiently reliable to calculate both the absolute magnitude and other parameters, including the mass and radius of the star! It seems that this problem significantly underestimated, and yet so simple: using a (4,5) and the measured displacements of the wavelength, the energy (frequency) and visual magnitude we find the distance R and beyond, according to the formula Pogsona determine the absolute magnitude star -- Mabs and trace all of its basic parameters. Only after these procedures may already be the identification of stellar objects by their principal quantum number. The efficiency of constructing the metric of the universe by supernovae is that when the explosion occurs the annihilation of its stars, together with its gravitational field, and therefore Zg ≈ 0!



Problems and prospects. An important factor in the quantization of stars is the correlation quantum number the stars and the quantum energy levels of hydrogen atom by N. Bohr. Actually, when the "transition" to a lower energy level of hydrogen liberated stars radiant energy, which leads to the loss of mass, according to the principle of equivalence. This mechanism does not contradict the model of supernovae explosions through the annihilation of radiant energy of the gravitational mass of the star. At this equivalence of the processes examined points, and time-consuming process of formation of supernovae. Thus, the transition of the stars in the lowest quantum level n → (n +1) is accompanied by a process of transformation (degeneration) of the energy levels of hydrogen atoms n → (n-1), which leads both to the formation of supernovae, and more peaceful process of discrete parameter changes stars. Consider the last process details for the region n = 47, no doubt that this region is intense interest because G2V - The sun is a star! Analysis of stellar series, presented in Table 1, leads to such laws: to reduce the gravitational mass with increasing n is constant and equal to 44.04% from the previous value, and similarly decrease the radius as a constant equal to 53.88%, which clearly leads to constant value to increase the density of stars at 82.48%. And further, if we use values for stars with n = 46, the selected energy, the formation of the Sun in its present form, is equivalent to gravitational mass ~ 1.56 * 1033 g, which is not enough for the process with the formation of supernovae. Of great importance, and time-consuming process, allocation of this energy. A date of the last transformation of the star the Sun, presumably, about ~65 million light years ago! And for good reason: in the words of paleontologists "the era of dinosaurs and what has come to replace it has such a striking difference that creates a feeling of sudden, catastrophic changes in the properties of habitat, which led to the replacement of species, including! Actually, the last stage of the development of life on Earth is known as the Cenozoic era. At the beginning of the Cenozoic Alpine folding process reaches its culminating point, and in subsequent periods the Earth's surface gradually acquires modern shape. Geologists Cenozoic is divided into two periods: Tertiary and Quaternary. Of these, the first is much longer the second, but the second - Quaternary has some unique features, this time the glacial periods and the final formation of the modern face of the Earth. And the duration of the Tertiary period is estimated by specialists in ~63 million years and it is divided into five epochs: Paleocene, Eocene, Oligocene, Miocene and Pliocene. Like most others, this period began a strong tectonic movements associated with the alpine folding. Simultaneously with the formation of new mountain systems large areas sank below sea level and were swallowed by waves. This was the fate of a part of Europe to the Upland, the periphery of the North and South America, large areas of Africa. In the late Oligocene to the surface face new areas of the seafloor, again changing contours of the seas and continents, acquired as a result of almost modern look. In the Miocene, forming new mountain ranges, the Alps, Pyrenees, Carpathians and the Himalayas become familiar look. The end of the Tertiary period does not have a clear watershed in sedimentary rocks. The characteristic of this watershed is the change in climatic



conditions - a sharp cold snap and the beginning of glaciations. It contained an incomplete script effect of the disaster, with the position of geologists and paleontologists that has occurred in the solar system, ~ 65 million light years ago! As a result of this global catastrophe planet Earth miraculously survived, with the substitution of species, but the planet Mars is not its air and water blown and evaporated. Destroyed and the planet Phaeton. But before this disaster the planet Earth was a flourishing and stable haven for both the dinosaurs and other species, as well as and fauna. So what is the nature of a global catastrophe? Will put forward a hypothesis - a catastrophe caused dramatic changes in the basic parameters of star the Sun, at its next transformation n → (n +1), and the resulting change of orbits of the planets and their magnetic poles, temperature, radiation and many others. If you follow the same transformations of the liberated energy is decreased by ~ 2-fold from the previous energy, and therefore, humanity has already increased those odds, to survive, which was not a dinosaur then! Thus, we can formulate a problem whose solution is important for existence is the very kind «homo sapiens», namely: if the star (quantum number n) exist only in discrete states, its gravitational mass, diameter, density and absolute magnitude, it is desirable to determine and the lifetime of the stars in this state. Moreover, when passing stars in the state with quantum number (n +1), which is inevitable with a discrete increase in its density, it is necessary to know the same and the time course of this process, and its intensity. A knowledge of the time, energy and other parameters of the incarnation of the star at the transition n → (n +1) will have to build and model of this process.



The lifetime of the G2V star the Sun. From the analysis of data from distant galaxies [Coen], we can conclude that since the era of quasars, the process of "bifurcation" of stellar objects from a greater gravitational mass to lower its value. In this case the current world time increases and the quantum number of stars n, and in fact, the law of correlation of these parameters and be determined. To achieve this, we consider the coefficients of the compactness of supernovae calculated by (8), while we introduce the hypothesis that the observed discrete displacement parameters of electromagnetic radiation, from this process are identical to the transition process transformer TnTn+1. Justice imposed a hypothesis has reasonable grounds, namely: the study of the historical balance of Sn 1572 [Pilar] in its place establish the existence of stars in an unstable state, which clearly indicates the validity of the assumptions imposed. Figure E. According to data from supernovae [SN] in (8) to calculate the coefficients of compactness k. Statistical dependence (green) has the form: (18) log k = log R - 4,65; For the analysis we consider the high concentration of SN located in the space-time interval: Log Rmin =3,3 and Log Rmax =3,75 (red). The coefficients have the values of compactness kmax =, 1667, and kmin =, 03, that correspond to quantum numbers from n = 6 to n = 12, respectively. Note that the selected area of high concentration of SN correlated with a similar remote galaxies and presented in Figure A. Then, deciding together (16) and (18) will end up with a law binding transformer quantum number n and the space-time continuum R: (19) log R = 5,2 - , 05603 * (2*n -1); It is obvious that the resulting pattern has above average reliability and better reflects the quantum nature of current world time than space! And if the star sun has quantum number 47, while its existence to the transition to the 48 Class M ~ 1 million light years, but from the moment of the explosion of our stars as supernovae by 10 transformations, or ~66 million light years! Thus, in the Cenozoic era of the sun has passed a way from the spectral class O and to the class G, with, these transformations were not catastrophic (fatal) character.



Disasters in the history of planet Earth and the stars of the Sun. In recent years, accumulating more and more evidence that the current face of our planet was formed not only due to the slow evolutionary processes, but also because of the relatively short time, but extremely powerful disasters have repeatedly occurred in Earth's geological history. Indeed, in sequences of sedimentary rocks geologists have found evidence of huge natural disasters. For example, from the late



Paleozoic, in the past 250 million years in the evolution of living organisms, some apparent "failures". Paleontologists found that 247, 220 and 65 million years ago the Earth lost about 95% of all life. The last time, for example, the giant dinosaurs became extinct. Known, seven more cases of mass extinction - from 20 to 50% of species. Delaying a geological time scale episodes of mass extinction (the horizontal scale - the time in millions of years to reverse the calculation of our era, the vertical - the percentage of surviving species), paleontologists have found between them at regular intervals in 26 million years. But the sixth natural disaster occurred 10-12 thousand years ago and killed the mammoths, including. In the Americas the vast majority of large extinct animals: mastodons, elephants, all the horses, camels, and megatherium Glyptodontidae. Time of the last catastrophe coincides with the end of the Ice Age. Most likely, the flood, which started because of the catastrophic melting of the ice shell, ceased to exist for all kinds of these animals. American researcher Richard Firestone in conjunction with Allen West for a long time studying the various causes that could lead to the extinction of mammoths, such as climate change, disease, intensive destruction of human beings. Now this list is added and the supernova explosion, which was formed many kometopodobnyh fragments, and some of them fell into the territory of North America 13000 years ago, evidence was found at many archaeological sites throughout North America. Around the same time, 13,000 years ago, there was a decline of people in this region. Also, mammoth tusks have been found with signs of defeat many small fragments, these fragments presumably contain a large amount of iron and moving at a speed of 10 000 km / sec! Thus, we conclude that the model transformation of the stars the sun does not contradict the basic geological and paleontological concepts of basic processes in the development of planet Earth. Moreover, the proposed model allows us to rethink, and the cause of the glacial periods, namely: at the beginning of the transformation process significantly increases the radiation from the Sun, which leads to the destruction of almost all life and vegetation as well. Then, there comes a time when the Sun is reduced bolometric luminosity of ~50%, which is the main cause of the onset of the glacial period. But the further reduction of the gravitational mass of the star at ~44% leads to a decrease in the orbits of the planets, and hence an increase in the radiation flux of radiant energy from the sun to the planet's surface and begins a new updated and interconnected the period development, such as wildlife and vegetation, including number. Actually, that's the process of transformation and the star can be represented as the process of incarnation, that is - born again! And if you take the last incarnation of the process of star date in the 13000 solar light. years ago, before the next incarnation of the Sun is a star time 923112.4 light years!



The appendix 1: Vacuum its structure and properties are defined by liquid crystal structure of the thrones having fantastic concentration ~1088 in drop in diameter 1 mm. But first of all, it is necessary to clear, and what there is a throne? Actually, hypothetical particles нейтрино have been entered for the purpose of rescue of the law of conservation of energy at бета disintegration. But after that there was a problem solar нейтрино. And the main problem with registration neutrino, consists in prospective practically zero section of reactions of their capture by atoms of detectors (on hundreds tons of a substance of detectors of unit of events, while a stream of prospective particles from the sun ~1011n/s*sm2). But more real process of disappearance of energy in nuclear reactions is possible also - this energy does not disappear with radiation нейтрино, and remains on places, in vacuum thrones! We will accept, as a working hypothesis, that нейтрино and thrones are identical! Actually, reaction аннигиляции elektron-pozitronnoj steams, with a birth of two photons with energy of weight of rest electron (positron) 511 кev, or a continuous spectrum of radiation, depending on mutual orientation spin`s, supposes in "rest" existence dipole "elektron-pozitronnoj" steams Tr in the virtual and raised cyclic process redistribution of residual energy to file Tr which in aggregate and form environment - vacuum. Thus, we have such values of energy and gravitational weight of Thrones - Tr: ∆E=(mc2-E)=~1,66 Кev or µ = ~3,0*10-30 g! Undoubtedly, that these values are in a zone of confident identification, as µ/m=∆E/E = ~0,16 %! Process of redistribution of energy leads to an establishment of "zero" energy of Vacuum - e0, and impulse fluctuation provides temperature of this environment, therefore, as a result is had e0=k0*T. And if Tr has properties quantum harmonious осциллятора energy of corresponding levels is given by the formula: en=hv*νt(n+1/2) where hv a constant, and frequency νt is frequency of rotation of a throne, instead of its movement. The given spectrum of values of energy is worthy for two reasons: first, energy levels are discrete and эквидистанты, that is the difference between two next levels is constant and equal in energy h0*ν. Secondly, the least value of energy is equal e0 = h0*ν/2 and this level name the core, vacuum, or level of zero fluctuations. Space quantization. If to present a distance to source ЭМИ in the form of limiting transition - r→rn=n * λ = n * λ 0 * (1+Z), and red extragalactic displacement (КВС) which defines communication of a distance and full displacement in shape - Z=q*r space quantization leads full displacement to a discrete kind: Z →



(Zn=q*rn=n*η) =n*η0 ∗(1+Z), where η0 =(q*λ0)~1.0*10-29 at length of wave ЭМИ of a source of radiation λ0=1mm, q =, 000313mpc-1, and n - quantum number! Thus, quantization of space by photons EMR with length of a wave - λ0 or a finding of an interval to a radiation source, consists in number definition n, by measurement of displacement of length of wave Z. The offered procedure of quantization also leads to density of thrones of vacuum ~1088 in a drop in diameter of 1 mm! It is obvious, that with increase in energy of photons the density of thrones of vacuum increases in inverse proportion it (length of a wave)3! It is possible to present model of photon EMR thus: it is periodic process, with the period λ and frequency of an electromagnetic pulsation ω, transfers of quantum of energy ε a vector of impulse Р on a beam of a vector of speed C! From a position of the theory of thrones the quantum of energy of a photon ε is set энергий the polarized ensemble of thrones Tr participating in carrying over of this energy. Actually, the above frequency of a pulsation ω, the above energy, and it is already peculiar to rotation. And "moment" resulting rotation, defines a vector of an impulse of photon P=h*k (where k a wave vector). And further, under the influence of a gravitational field, it is possible to expect, that a vector of impulse P and speed of photon C, races are focused on a corner ϕ = α −π/4. And if to present, that (P*C) is scalar product of vectors of an impulse and speed of a photon energy Ef*cos ϕ =E0 includes also a measure of interaction with a gravitational field. And further, parametres and power levels of a photon in the field of gravitation are defined космологическим by the equation: (P*C) =E0, thus, the corner between vectors of impulse P and speeds C, coincides with argument α =arctg γ! And the effect of a lens which specifies in change of a direction of movement of photons in the field of gravitation, confirms, as the vector - With is a functional variable which, together with a vector - P and forms geodetic trajectories of distribution EMR. Material Body. According to the concept of the Theory of Thrones the material body is formed by the same energy, as is transferred by a photon, only this energy is stuck together by thrones and consequently is stable and has final speed of movement, well and at speed of movement Material body (Мb) close to a velocity of light "turns" in EMR. Other parallels uniting МТ and EMR consists in energy carrying over, instead of the thrones forming architecture Мb. Actually, the structure formed by thrones on a gradient of a field of gravitation moves or uniform moving of energy Мb, in the absence of a gravitation field is realized! Obviously as, that Мb has both frequency of vibration, and length of a wave, at movement in the environment of vacuum. Actually, mechanism KVS of energy of photons EMR extends and on Мb, but thus, lost energy should be filled from Vacuum, and at impossibility of this process, Мb loses stability and breaks up to steady components! Here this process leading to a stream of elements of energy in direction Мb also is a source of a field of gravitation! Aether! And the stream of elements of energy also is that "aether" which exists continuously from a material body and its field of gravitation. It is possible to be convinced of an aether reality on that work which is carried out by this stream of elements of energy, namely - we will make experiment. On the extended hand we will fix motionlessly concerning a surface двухпудовую the weight and in its such condition we will keep one minute! And so, during experiment work A0 while position of a body in space was invariable will be executed! And now we will release the weight, then process transformation of its potential energy (in the field of gravitation) in kinetic energy of the movement, connected with its falling on a surface and performance of work A1, directed on surface destruction will begin. And if the second part of experiment, with work A 1, is studied thoroughly and does not cause questions here with work A0 a problem - the body is motionless, and work is carried out! Let's generalize above resulted results in an image of the Law on Gravitation: Stability (gravitation) Мb is provided by continuous work which is carried out by energy of the communication, providing parametres of this body, and inflow of the spent energy is filled with a stream of elements of energy of thrones of vacuum. And if, somehow, to shield this stream of energy Мb will break up to stable elements, with allocation (absorption) of energy of communication! Equivalence inertial forces f and forces of gravitation F. Having the various nature, the general consists that movement under the influence of forces (f, F), occurs by means of replacement of Thrones in ensembles which form this body! Thus, if to present a material body as "ensemble" of Thrones display of inertial properties consists in counteraction to change of speed of replacement Tr, and gravitation is hobby Мb for stream latent energy of vacuum, from edge to the centre of weights of a star! P.S. In the present appendix materials of private researches of the author in the field of theoretical physics which have led to creation of the Theory of Thrones [ ] are used. Village «Wine State Farm», 12.2009. Rafael
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